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Versac Brick Squad 

 

Introduction 
 
“Everyone else is a project. It’s ok to have some personality and charisma.  

 

Saying your a project is admitting you can fail cause it was a project. A lot of meaning in words. 

Gotta differentiate ourselves..  

 

It’s a shout out to Versac as well. #GANGGANG shit. It’s a great, entertaining story to tell that will 

never have an expiration date. It’s timeless. We turned tragedy to comedy. Then it became 

something tangible. All from Versac getting bamboozled.  

 

Making money is cool, but inspiring others in a intimate way is how everything gets better.   

 

We’re entertainers. None of this works if we’re not being the ultimate host.” 

-TRONHODLSEATTLE- 
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Real Estate investment for the People 

Who doesn’t dream of owning a piece of real estate in prime locations in a major city around the 

Globe?  

This dream is mainly reserved for people with enough financial resources to purchase a real estate 

asset with their own funds, and many people are excluded from pursuing this dream due to lack of 

funds. 

The Versac Brick Squad is a collection of DAO’s investing in real estate assets jointly managing the 

assets in a platform structure provided by TuruGlobal.  

What is a DAO? 

 

A decentralized autonomous organization, or DAO, is an organization that’s governed by code 

instead of leaders. A decentralized autonomous organization, or DAO, is a blockchain-based 

form of organization or company that is often governed by a native crypto token. 

Every real estate asset managed has its own DAO and ownership in this DAO is represented by the 

Brick NFT’s held for that particular real estate asset. 

In summary 

Every Brick NFT represents a partial ownership of a real estate asset. There are different type of bricks 

with different intrinsical values. The value of a real estate asset defines how many bricks are minted 

for that particular DAO. 

The bricks can be traded on an NFT platform to give liquidity to the bricks. For trading of bricks a 

royalty fee will be charged by TuruGlobal.  Every real estate project has its own bricks in the 

following dominations: 

• Bronze VBS brick: 250 USDT 

• Silver VBS brick: 1000 USDT 

• Gold VBS brick: 5000 USDT 
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Value & Revenue. 

Value. 

Owning a brick will give the right to receive the proportional share of income generated by the Real 

Estate project. 

Every appartment bought by TuruGlobal is burdened with the cost of procuring (tax, legal, service fee 

& furbishing).- The total costs of the purchase of the apartment is summed up and defined as the 

Property Value.  

Then the Property Value is split up in bricks, which will be put up for sale to sell partial ownership of 

the apartment to brick holders. Per real estate project there is a one time mint of a specific amount of 

uniquely identifyable bricks (NFT's) representing the original value of the asset. If the value of the 

asset goes up, the value of the brick in principle follows. 

VersacBrickSquad is buying two types of real estate: 

EXISTING APARTMENTS  

Existing apartments bring in revenue immediately and will create revenue for Brick holders 

immediately.  

NEW BUILD APARTMENTS  

New build apartments have a delivery date in the future. There is a good chance of value appreciation 

up to the time of finalization when revenue starts flowing in for brick holders. The apartment 

governance group can decide to cash in profit rather than keep owning in for rent revenue purposes 

VersacBrickSquad is using real estate management companies to manage the rental of the apartments. 

All revenue (-tax) will be split proportionally to the value of the bricks held. Revenue is paid out on a 

monthly base. 

Over time the value of a property can go up, which is in principle increasing the value of the Brick 

NFT’s which can lead to a decision to place the NFT’s on an NFT trading platform. As long as the  

Brick is not sold, the monthly benefits of the connected property will still flow to the owner of the 

Brick. 
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Governance & Brick Sales 

Every property has its own DAO and the collection of all DAO’s is called the Versac Brick Squad 

Once all bricks of an apartment are sold out, we will have a apartment governance platform on Discord 

for every specific DAO where the group of owners can interact. Key decisions can be made there 

based on 2/3 majority rules like: 

- Sell the property to cash in on value increase. 

- Change rental profile from long term rent to AirBNB or vice versa. 

- Other significant changes. 

TuruGlobal will invest in order to hold an initial share of 20% in all the DAO’s. This way TuruGlobal 

team will be participating in all governance groups. With a 20% share it has a right to vote, but the 

vote is not decisive allowing a true DAO operation and set up. 

Brick sales and resales 

The VBS Brick NFT's are minted and made available on three different blockchains:  

TRON and BSC for the bronze, silver and gold Bricks 

Ethereum only for the gold bricks to minimize the impact of its gas Fees. 

Owning a brick gives you proportion of the passive income generated by the real estate asset.  

The bricks are liquid assets and can be sold on the NFT exchange platfroms of use. Every resale will 

be eligable for a royalty fee of 2.5%. This royalty fee is income for TuruGlobal for managing the 

platform. Depending on the NFT exchange used, there can be platform and / or gas fees. 

VersacBrickSquad 

VersacBrickSquad is a TuruGlobal module managed by the team behind TuruGlobal and is therefore a 

part of the TuruGlobal Ecosystem. 

TuruGlobal will hold 20% of Versac Brick Squad real estate projects and will give TuruGlobal 

community members a chance to owning a part of this portfolio through distributing of a $VBS token 

backed by their bricks to its loyal community. 
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Real Estate Projects 

VersacBrickSquad will be running different projects in different cities all over the globe. Because 

every country has its own legislation with regards to real estate ownership and investment, we will 

expand the VersacBrickSquad projects gradually starting in one country and switching on more 

countries in due time. 

The chosen Pilot country is Hungary, due to the following reasons: 

• Affordability of the properties in the capital cities 

• Atractive city for tourism and living 

• Clear regulations from real estate ownership point of view 

• Stable political climate 

• Presence of several TuruGlobal board members 

• Numorous new build projects with pre-invest potential 

• Easy access to legal advise. 

After Hungary other countries under consideration are: Spain, Slovenia, Croatia. This list will be 

extended continuously. 

Budapest, Hungary 

Budapest  
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Legal 
 

One of the key offerings of Versac Brick Squad is the opportunity for everyone to invest into real 

estate without the need of doing KYC. 

 

TuruGlobal doesn’t withhold any taxation from earned income but leaves it to the responsibilty of its 

community to manage taxation in line with the regulation of the country of residense by themselves.  

 

Also we want to ensure liquidity of the Bricks held by our community, to give them the opportunity to 

sell their share at any moment.  

 

The liquidity, the missing KYC and the kadaster regulations in the various countries we have been 

exploring makes it impossible to give legal partial ownership of real estate to the holders of Bricks, as 

each of them should be individually registered in the Kadaster as partial owners of the property and an 

adjustment to Kadaster should be made anytime a Brick changes ownership.  

 

Therefore in cooperation with our lawyer we have decided to approach the brick holders of a property 

as a DAO, where TuruGlobal owns the property but it holds a mortgage with the DAO with the 

property as colleteral. This is covered in a seperate contract for every DAO. The DAO assigns one 

representative to be the individual with signature rights representing the DAO. In this manner there is a 

legal contract between DAO and TuruGlobal, where TuruGlobal borrows the sum of money 

representing the original value of all Bricks minted and the Real Estate Property is the colleteral 

against the Mortgage. The contract also states that all revenue (-costs) generated by the specific Real 

Estate property is provided to the DAO, who in its turn distributes it to the Brick holders 

proportionally. 

 

Until the moment the DAO assigns another individual with signing rights based on voting, a 

TuruGlobal member who will also be part of the DAO, representing the TuruGlobal share, will be 

volunteering to hold the siging rights to have a legal agreement in place between the DAO and 

TuruGlobal. 
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VBS Project 1. Pearl City Budapest 

 

 

Apartment valuation: $150,000 

Apartment layout: 

 

BRICK NFT MINTED: 

• VBS Budapest Pearl 1 - Gold: 10 Pieces = $50,000 
• VBS Budapest Pearl 1 - Silver: 75 Pieces = $75,000 
• VBS Budapest Pearl 1 - Bronze: 100 Pieces = $25,000 
 
Total : $150,000 

EXPECTED RETURNS: 

Starting September 2023. Regular rent fee income expected 5% APR 

Value increase expected after finalization of CITY Pearl project 
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Built for the future. 

VersacBrickSquad (VBS) is a TuruGlobal project allowing people to become partial home owners 

with a small investment.  

Home ownership to fit everyones budget. 

Buy a VBS brick of different values and own a piece of a home. 

About TuruGlobal. 

TuruGlobal is the team behind VersacBrickSquad and consist of a global team of Crypto enthusiasts 

located in 11 different countries around the globe. 

 

$VBS token. 
TuruGlobal invest to hold 20% of the value of the bricks of all VersacBrickSquad DAO’s. These 

Bricks are stored in specific VBS wallets and are used as colleteral for the $VBS tokens. For every 1 

$USDT worth of Bricks in this wallet, 1 $VBS token is minted.  

The income generated by the Bricks held in this wallet is proportionally shared with $VBS token 

holders. 

 

$VBS tokens are allocated in the following manner: 

50% move towards the TuruGlobal Vault 

25% is distributed to the TuruGlobal team 

25% is available for Purchase by BabyTuru Millionaire club members. 

 

Owning $VBS tokens makes you invested in the complete VersacBrickSquad portfolio rather then in a 

specific VBS DAO. 

 

 

 

 


